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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This invention relates to a paint replenisher for paint cartridges which is particularly suitable, for example, for use in refilling paint cartridges of various paint colors which are designed to be replaceably mounted on a coating apparatus.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Generally, rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus are widely resorted to in coating work pieces such as vehicle bodies or the like. In this regard, lately there are increasing demands for coating apparatus which can cut the amounts of paint and solvent to be discarded each time when changing the paint color and which can cope with a larger number of paint colors.

[0003] For instance, regarding rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus which are arranged to reduce the amounts of discarding paint and solvent and at the same time to cope with an increased number of paint colors, there has been known a coating apparatus as disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open Patent Publication No. H8-229446. This rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus employs a number of paint cartridges of different colors which are arranged to be replaceably loaded on the coating apparatus in the course of a coating operation on a vehicle body or bodies.

[0004] More specifically, the rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus just mentioned is largely constituted by a housing which is so shaped as to provide a coating machine mount portion on the front side and a cartridge mount portion on the rear side thereof, and a coating machine which is mounted on the coating machine mount portion of the housing, including an air motor with a rotational shaft and a rotary atomizing head which is mounted on the rotational shaft on the front side of the air motor. A feed tube passage hole is passed axially within the rotational shaft of the air motor of the coating machine, and said feed tube passage hole is into the rotary atomizing head at its fore end and opened into the cartridge mount portion of the housing at its rear end.

[0005] The coating apparatus is provided with a number of paint cartridges of different colors which are designed to be replaceably mounted on the cartridge mount portion of the housing. Each one of these paint cartridges is constituted by a container which is filled with paint, and a feed tube which is extended axially forward from a fore end of the paint container. The paint container is adapted to be replaceably set in position on the cartridge mount portion of the housing, with the feed tube passed into the above-mentioned feed tube passage hole.

[0006] Further, provided internally of each paint cartridge is a movable partition wall which divides the internal space of the cartridge into a paint chamber and an extruding air chamber, and an air passage which is provided on the part of the cartridge to supply extruding air to the extruding air chamber. Provided also on the part of the housing is an extruding air passage which is communicated with the extruding air passage on the side of the paint cartridge. Thus, through the extruding air passage on the side of the housing and the extruding air passage on the side of the paint cartridge, extruding air is supplied to the extruding air chamber to push the movable partition wall forward, thereby extruding the paint in the paint chamber into the rotary atomizing head through the feed tube.

[0007] In the case of the rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus which is arranged as described above, a paint cartridge of a desired color is selected from a group of paint cartridges of different colors, and set on the paint cartridge mount portion on the housing. Then, air is supplied to the extruding air chamber in paint cartridge to let the paint in the paint chamber of the cartridge spurt out toward the rotary atomizing head through the feed tube. As a result, paint is sprayed toward an object to be coated from the rotary atomizing head.

[0008] The paint color can be changed simply by replacing the paint cartridge by a cartridge of a desired color without discarding paint and solvent.

[0009] On the other hand, at the end of a coating operation, since a paint within a paint cartridge which has been dismantled for a change of paint color is more or less consumed and a paint need to be refilled in preparation for a next use.

[0010] In refilling used paint cartridges, it has been the general practice to use a paint refilling system. For example, a paint cartridge refilling system which is used in the above-mentioned prior art is provided with quick joints which are extended out from tap pipes of paint circulation system of different colors. Firstly, a used paint cartridge is dismantled from the housing and put on a refilling table for replenishing paint into a paint chamber of the cartridge. Then, the quick joint is connected to a paint supply port, which is provided on the cartridge separately from the feed tube, exclusively for refilling purposes.

[0011] Therefore, with the rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus which is described above, a paint supply port is provided on the cartridge separate from the feed tube and a paint is refilled into the cartridge from a paint supply port. Thereby, the construction of the paint cartridge becomes complicated and increases the production cost. In addition, it has a possibility to increase the position of paint leaks.

[0012] Namely, the prior art paint cartridge refilling system is arranged to replenish a paint cartridge by connecting a paint supply port of the cartridge to one of quick joints from a paint circulation piping system. The refilling system of this sort has problems or drawbacks in that it requires a lot of efforts in connecting a paint supply port to a quick joint and consumes a great deal of time for the connecting work.

[0013] JP-A-4 83549 discloses a paint replenisher ac-
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0014] In view of the problems with the above-mentioned prior art, it is an object of the present invention to provide a paint replenisher for paint cartridges, which is so arranged as to make it possible to simplify the construction of paint cartridges and to facilitate paint refilling operations.

[0015] In order to achieve the above-stated objective, according to the present invention, there is provided a paint replenisher for a paint cartridge according to claim 1.

[0016] With the arrangements just described, upon completing one coating operation, a used paint cartridge is removed from a housing of a coating apparatus, and set on a container support portion which is formed on a replenishing stool of the paint replenisher. At this time, the feed tube of the paint cartridge is passed into the feed tube passage hole, forming a fore distal end portion of the feed tube into the connector member in the replenishing stool. In this state, the replenishing valve is opened to supply paint from a paint source to the connector member, permitting the paint to be replenished into the container of the paint cartridge through the fore distal end of the feed tube which is in fitting engagement with the connector member. As soon as a specified amount of paint is replenished into the container, the replenishing valve is closed to stop the paint supply, namely, to complete the replenishment of the paint cartridge.

[0017] In this instance, preferably the connector member is axially movably provided within the replenishing stool, and associated with a biasing spring member and thereby constantly urged in a direction toward the feed tube of the paint cartridge.

[0018] With the arrangements just described, upon setting a paint cartridge on the replenishing stool, a fore distal end portion of the feed tube is brought into fitting engagement with the connector member. At this time, the connector member can be moved in the axial direction depending upon the position of the fore distal end of the feed tube. In addition, the connector member is positioned against the feed tube by the action of the spring member and thereby tightly and securely fitted on the distal end portion of the feed tube.

[0019] With the arrangements just described, in a standby stage prior to paint replenishment, the influent paint passage is switched into communication with the effluent paint passage by the paint passage directional control valve. Therefore, paint from a paint source is circulated through a circuit including the influent and effluent paint passages to prevent separation and/or sedimentation of pigment components of the paint while in the standby state. On the other hand, at the time replenishing paint into the cartridge, the effluent paint passage is switched to communicate with the paint supply passage by the paint passage directional control valve. Consequently, paint from a paint source is supplied to the container through the influent paint passage, paint supply passage, connector member and feed tube.

[0020] On the other hand, the replenishing valve to be used in the present invention is preferably provided with a drain passage which connects the paint supply passage to a drain side, and a residual pressure extraction valve which is provided within a length of the drain passage.

[0021] With the arrangements just described, when the residual pressure extraction valve is opened, residual pressure in the feed tube and the container can be extracted through the connector member to restore an atmospheric pressure level therein.

[0022] In this instance, preferably the connector member is provided with a feed tube positioning portion which is adapted to hold a fore distal end portion of the feed tube in a predetermined position by engagement therewith.

[0023] With the arrangements just described, upon bringing a fore distal end portion of the feed tube into fitting engagement with the connector member, the fore distal end of the feed tube can be automatically located in a predetermined position relative to the connector member by the feed tube position portion.

[0024] Further, preferably the container support portion of the replenishing stool is provided with a container positioning portion which is adapted to hold the container in position on the container supporting portion by engagement with a front end portion of the container.

[0025] With the arrangements just described, upon setting a paint cartridge on the container support portion of the replenishing stool, a front side of the container is engaged with the container positioning portion and thereby automatically located in a predetermined position on the container support portion of the replenishing stool.

[0026] On the other hand, according to the present invention, preferably the replenishing stool further comprises a vacuum space which is formed in the container support portion on the inner side of the said container when the cartridge is set in position on the container support portion, and an air suction passage opened into the vacuum space and operative to suck out air from the vacuum space to grip the container fixedly in the container support portion by suction force.

[0027] With the arrangements just described, after fitting the container in the container support portion on the replenishing stool, air is sucked out from the vacuum space on the inner side of the container through the air suction passage to grip the container fixedly in the container support portion by suction force. When dismantling the paint cartridge, air is supplied to the vacuum space to cancel the suction grip on the paint cartridge.

[0028] Further, according to the present invention, preferably the replenishing stool further comprises a pilot air passage which is adapted to supply pilot air to a paint valve provided on the side of the paint cartridge.

[0029] With the arrangements just described, pilot air
is supplied through the pilot air passage at the time of paint replenishment, thereby opening the paint valve in the paint cartridge and permitting to replenish paint there- to through the paint passage in the feed tube. The supply of pilot air is stopped as soon as a paint replenishing operation is completed. As a result, the paint valve is closed to prevent paint leaks from the feed tube.

[0030] Further, according to the present invention, preferably the replenishing stool further comprises an extruding liquid discharging passage for a paint extruding liquid which is discharged from the container during a paint replenishing operation on the paint cartridge.

[0031] With the arrangements just described, while a container is replenished with paint, a paint extruding liquid is discharged through the extruding liquid discharging passage in proportion to the amount of refilled paint.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] In the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 is a front view of a paint replenisher embodying the present invention, the paint replenisher being shown along with a rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus and a coating robot;

Fig. 2 is an enlarged vertical sectional view of the rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view of a paint cartridge;

Fig. 4 is an enlarged vertical sectional view of paint valve, thinner valve, quick coupling shown in Fig. 2;

Fig. 5 is a vertical sectional view of the quick coupling shown in Fig. 4, showing the quick coupling in a closed state on a further enlarged scale;

Fig. 6 is a vertical sectional view of the paint replenisher and a paint cartridge according to the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a vertical sectional view on an enlarged scale of the paint replenisher shown in Fig. 6;

Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view of the paint replenisher in a residual pressure extracting stage;

Fig. 9 is a vertical sectional view of the paint replenisher in a paint replenishing stage;

Fig. 10 is a vertical sectional view on an enlarged scale of connecting members, coil spring, feed tube shown in Fig. 6;

Fig. 11 is a diagram of circuit arrangements employed for the paint replenisher according to the present invention; and

Fig. 12 is an operational time chart of the paint cartridge replenisher according to the present invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0033] Hereafter, the paint replenisher according to the present invention is described more particularly by way of its preferred embodiment with reference to Figs. 1 through 12 of the accompanying drawings, for example, in connection with a refilling operation for paint cartridges which are designed to be replaceably and interchangeably mounted on a rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus.

[0034] In the drawings, indicated at 1 is a coating robot which is employed as a working mechanism. The coating robot 1 is largely constituted by a base or pedestal 2, a vertical arm 3 which is rotatably and pivotally supported on the base 2, a horizontal arm 4 which is pivotally connected to the top end of the vertical arm 3, and a wrist portion 5 which is provided at the fore distal end of the horizontal arm 4.

[0035] Denoted at 11 is a rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus (hereinafter referred to as "coating apparatus 11" for brevity) which is provided on the coating robot 1. As shown in Fig. 2, the coating apparatus 11 is largely constituted by a housing 12, feed tube passage holes 17 and 24, coating machine 18, paint cartridge 25, paint valve 35, thinner valve 43 as will be described in greater detail hereinafter.

[0036] The housing 12 is formed of engineering plastic material, for example, such as PTFE, PEEK, PEI, POM, PI, PET and the like, and attached to a fore distal end of the wrist 5. The housing 12 is constituted by a neck portion 13 which is detachably supported at the distal end of the wrist 5, and a head portion 14 which is integrally formed at the distal end of the neck portion 13.

[0037] In this instance, a coating machine mount portion 15 is formed with a cylindrical cavity on the front side of the head portion 14. A cartridge mount portion 16 is formed with a cylindrical cavity on the rear side of the head portion 14. As shown in Fig. 4, a female connector portion 16B and a male connector portion 16C are separately formed separately at the bottom 16A of the cartridge mount portion 16 for fitting engagement with a male connector portion 26A and a female connector portion 26B of a container 26, respectively, as will be described hereinafter. These female and male connector portions 16B and 16C on the part of the cartridge mount portion 16 to bring the container 26 to a predetermined position in the circumferential direction when setting the latter on the cartridge mount portion 16.

[0038] Indicated at 17 is a feed tube passage hole which is provided on the part of the housing 12, between and in communication with the coating machine mount portion 15 and the cartridge mount portion 16 on the head portion 14. This feed tube passage hole 17 on the side of the housing is comprised of a front portion in the form of a feed tube passage portion 17A of a small diameter, and a rear portion in the form of a conical cavity 17B converging toward the feed tube passage portion 17A. In this instance, the feed tube passage portion 17A is formed coaxially with a feed tube passage hole 24 which is provided on the part of the coating machine as will be described hereinafter. The converging conical cavity 17B is so arranged as to be brought into fitting engagement with a conical projection 27 which is provided on the side of the paint cartridge 25 as will be described after, for the
purpose of setting the paint cartridge in a predetermined position in axial and radial directions.

[0039] Denoted at 18 is a coating machine which is mounted within the coating machine mount portion 15 on the head portion 14. As seen in Fig. 2, the coating machine 18 is largely constituted by an air motor 19 including a motor case 19A, a rotational shaft 19B, an air turbine 19C and an air bearing 19D, a rotary atomizing head 20 adapted to be rotated by the air motor 19 for centrifugally atomizing supplied paint into fine particles and spraying same toward a work piece, and a shaping air ring 21 which is located on the front side of the air motor 19. The shaping air ring 21 is provided with a large number of shaping air outlet holes 21A on its outer peripheral side for spurting shaping air in a forward direction. More specifically, the shaping air outlet holes 21A are so formed as to spur shaping air toward paint releasing edges of the rotary atomizing head 20 for shaping paint particles into a predetermined spray pattern as soon as they are released from the rotary atomizing head 20.

[0040] Indicated at 22 is a high voltage generator which is provided on the neck portion 13 of the housing 12. For instance, the high voltage generator 22 is constituted by a Cockcroft circuit and adapted to elevate a source voltage from a power supply (not shown) to a high voltage in the range of from -60kv to -120kv. The output side of the high voltage generator 22 is electrically connected, for example, to the air motor 19, so that a high voltage is applied to the rotary atomizing head 20 through the rotational shaft 19B of the air motor 19 to charge the paint directly.

[0041] Designated at 23 are a plural number of air passages which are provided in the neck portion 13 of the housing 12 and connected to an air source (not shown). These air passages 23 convey turbine air, bearing air and brake air for controlling the air motor 19, as well as shaping air for shaping the spray pattern. In the particular embodiment shown, these air passages are represented by one air passage.

[0042] Indicated at 24 is a feed tube passage hole on the side of the coating machine, the feed tube passage hole 24 being formed axially through the rotational shaft 19B of the air motor 19. At a base or rear end of the feed tube passage hole 24 on the side of the coating machine is opened into the feed tube passage portion 17A of the feed tube passage hole 17 on the side of the housing, while a fore end of the feed tube passage hole 24 is opened into the rotary atomizing head 20. Further, the feed tube passage hole 24 on the side of the coating machine is formed in coaxial relation with the feed tube passage portion 17A of the feed tube passage hole 17 on the part of the housing. Extractably placed in these feed tube passage holes 17 and 24 is a feed tube 28 of the paint cartridge 25.

[0043] Indicated at 25a, 25b, ..., 25n are paint cartridges of color a, color b, ..., color n (hereinafter referred to collectively as "cartridges 25" for brevity) which contain paint of different colors to be supplied to the rotary atomizing head 20. In this instance, as shown in Fig. 3, the paint cartridges 25 are each constituted largely by a container 26, a conical projection 27 which is provided on a front end face of the container 26, a feed tube 28 which is extended axially forward from the conical projection 27, a piston 29 which is fitted in the container 26 to serve as a movable partition wall, and a thinner passage 32 which is provided on the part of the cartridge to supply thinner therethrough as an extruding liquid.

[0044] The container 26, which forms a main body of the paint cartridge 25, is formed of engineering plastics similarly to the housing 12, and is formed in the shape of a tube (a cylinder) of a diameter which can be detachably fitted in the cartridge mount portion 16 of the housing 12. The container 26 is provided with male and female connector portions 26A and 26B on its front end face in confronting positions relative to the female and male connector portions 16B and 16C on the cartridge mount portion 16, respectively. Further, on a rear end face, the container 26 is provided with a grip portion or a grip-like projection 26C to be gripped at the time of replacement of the paint cartridge 25.

[0045] In this instance, the male and female connector portions 26A and 26B serve to guide the container 26 to a predetermined position in the circumferential direction when mounting the container 26 on the cartridge mount portion 16 of the coating apparatus 11. The male and female connector portions 26A and 26B also serve to guide the container 26 to a predetermined position in the circumferential direction when setting the container 26 on a container support portion 57 of a paint replenisher 51 which will be described hereinafter.

[0046] Indicated at 27 is a conical projection which is formed integrally on the front side of the container 26. When the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 is set in the cartridge mount portion 16 of the coating apparatus 11, the conical projection 27 is brought into fitting engagement with the converging conical portion 17B to set the container 26 in position both in axial and radial directions. Further, when the paint cartridge 25 is set on a container support portion 57 of a paint replenisher 51, the conical projection 27 is similarly brought into fitting engagement with a converging conical portion 56A on the side of the container support portion 57 to set the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 automatically in position in both axial and radial directions.

[0047] The feed tube 28 which is provided at the fore distal end of the conical projection 27 is internally provided with a coaxially extending paint supply passage 28A. At a base or rear end, the paint supply passage 28A is connected to a paint reservoir chamber 30 which will be described after. On the other hand, at a fore end, the paint supply passage 28A is opened toward the rotary atomizing head 20. Further, a valve seat 28B is formed integrally on the inner periphery of a fore end portion of the feed tube 28 by partly reducing the diameter of the paint supply passage 28A, for seating on and off a valve member 35B of a paint valve 35 which will described after. Further, in a fore end portion, the outer periphery
of the feed tube 28 is gradually reduced in diameter in the forward direction to provide a conically projecting portion 28C. This conically projecting portion 28C is brought into fitting engagement with a conical recess 59C of a movable connector member 59, which will be described hereinafter, for positioning a fore tip end of the feed tube 28 at the center of the just-mentioned movable connector member 59. The feed tube 28 is arranged in such a length that its fore tip end is extended into the rotary atomizing head 20 when the paint cartridge 25 is set in position within the cartridge mount portion 16 of the housing 12.

[0048] In this instance, by way of the paint supply passage 28A, the feed tube 28 conveys the paint which is supplied from the paint reservoir chamber 30, and spouts the paint from its fore end toward the rotary atomizing head 20. In addition, at the time of refilling paint into the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the paint cartridge 25, the fore end of the feed tube 28 is connected to the movable connector member 59 and used as a refilling or replenishment port.

[0049] On the other hand, by the piston 29 which is axially slidably fitted in the container 26, the internal space of the container 26 is divided into a paint reservoir chamber 30 which is in communication with the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 through an intercommunicating passage 30A, and a thinner chamber 31 which holds thinner therein as an extruding liquid.

[0050] Indicated at 32 is a thinner passage on the side of the paint cartridge. The thinner passage 32 is extended axially along and on the side of the outer periphery of the container 26, one end of the thinner passage being opened toward the fore end face of the male connector portion 26A of the container 26 while the other end is communicated with the thinner chamber 31. This thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge supplies thinner to the thinner chamber 31 to push the piston 29 toward the feed tube 28, whereupon the paint in the paint reservoir chamber 30 is pushed out toward the rotary atomizing head 20.

[0051] The thinner which is used as an extruding liquid should be of an electrically insulating type or of high electrical resistance in order to prevent leaks of high voltage from the high voltage generator 22. In case thinner is used as an extruding liquid, the thinner contributes to wet the inner wall surfaces of the container 26 as the piston 29 is moved therealong, thereby preventing the paint from drying up and solidifying on the inner wall surfaces of the container 26. As a consequence, the frictional resistance between the piston 29 and the container 26 is stabilized to ensure smooth movement of the piston 29 within the container 26. Besides, it contributes to improve a tighter seal between the piston 29 and inner wall surfaces of the container 26.

[0052] Indicated at 33 is a quick coupling which is provided within the male connector portion 26A of the container 26 at an open end of the thinner passage 32 on the side of the cartridge. The quick coupling 33 is arranged as a check valve including the male connector portion 26A of the container 26. More particularly, as shown in Fig. 5, the quick coupling 33 is largely constituted by the male connector portion 26A, a valve member 33A of a stepped cylindrical shape, a coil spring 33B adapted to bias the valve member 33A in a protruding direction, and a resilient ring 33C of rubber or the like fitted on the outer periphery of the valve member 33A to form a seal between the valve member 33A and the male connector portion 26A.

[0053] When the paint cartridge 25 is set in position within the cartridge mount portion 16, with the female connector portion 16B in fitting engagement with the male connector portion 26A as shown in Fig. 3, the quick coupling 33 is opened as the fore distal end of the valve member 33A comes into abutting engagement against a bottom portion of the female connector portion 16B. As a result, the quick coupling 33 intercommunicates the thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge and the thinner passage 37 on the side of the housing, which will be described hereinafter.

[0054] On the other hand, when the container 26 is removed from the cartridge mount portion 16, disengaging the male connector portion 26A from the female connector portion 16B as shown in Fig. 5, the valve member 33A of the quick coupling 33 is pushed against the male connector portion 26A along with the resilient ring 33C by the action of the coil spring 33B, closing the thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge to prevent an outflow of the thinner therefrom. The quick coupling 33 is opened and closed in the same manner when the paint cartridge 25 is mounted on and dismantled from a container support portion 57 of a replenishing stool 52 which will be described hereinafter.

[0055] Denoted at 34 is a hollow paint valve receptacle portion, and at 35 a paint valve which is provided within the receptacle portion 34. In this instance, the paint valve 35 is constituted by a piston member 35A which is slidably received in the receptacle portion 34, an elongated valve member 35B which has a fore end portion thereof extended into the feed tube 28 for seating on and off the valve seat 28B, and a valve spring 35C which is adapted to bias the valve member 35B toward the valve seat 28B through the piston member 35A. By the piston member 35A, the paint valve receptacle portion 34 is divided into a spring chamber 35D for the valve spring 35C and a pressure receiving chamber 35E from paint valve pilot air passage 38 on the side of the housing and a pilot air source and pilot air piping (both not shown) and a pilot air source and pilot air piping (both not shown) and a pilot air passage 38 on the side of the housing and a pilot air passage 38 on the side of the paint cartridge, the valve

[0056] Normally, the valve member 35B of the paint valve 35 is seated on the valve seat 28B of the feed tube 28 under the influence of the biasing action of the valve spring 35C, thereby closing the paint supply passage 28 to suspend paint supply to the rotary atomizing head 20. On the other hand, as soon as pilot air is supplied to the pressure receiving chamber 35E from paint valve pilot air source and pilot air piping (both not shown) and a pilot air passage 38 on the side of the housing and a pilot air passage 38 on the side of the paint cartridge, the valve
member 35B is unseated against the action of the valve spring 35C to permit paint supply from the paint reservoir chamber 30 to the rotary atomizing head 20. In this instance, one end of the pilot air passage 36 is opened toward the inner periphery of the female connector portion 26B of the container 26, and the other end is communicated with the pressure receiving chamber 35E of the spring valve.

[0057] Indicated at 37 is a thinner passage on the side of the housing 12, namely, a thinner passage which is provided within the housing 12. This thinner passage 37 is extended axially within the neck portion 13 and bent backward in L-shape at a position along the female connector portion 16B. This thinner passage 37 on the side of the housing has its one end connected to a thinner supply or feed device (not shown), and has the other end opened in a bottom portion of the female connector portion 16B of the cartridge mount portion 16. Further, the bent portion of the thinner passage 37 on the side of the housing is arranged to provide a valve seat 37A for seating on and off a valve member 43B of a thinner valve 43 which will be described hereinafter.

[0058] Indicated at 38 is a pilot air passage which is provided on the side of the housing 12. One end of this pilot air passage 38 is connected to a paint valve pilot air source through a pilot air pipe (both not shown). The other end of the pilot air passage 38 is opened in a peripheral surface portion of the male connector portion 16C which is provided on the bottom portion 16A of the cartridge mount portion 16 in confronting relation with the pilot air passage 36 on the side of the paint cartridge.

[0059] Denoted at 39 is an air suction passage which is provided on the part of the housing 12 and opened at the bottom 16A of the cartridge mount portion 16. This air suction passage 39 is connected to a vacuum source through a vacuum pipe (both not shown). Through the air suction passage 39, air is sucked out from a vacuum space 40 (Fig. 4) which is formed at the depth of the cartridge mount portion 16 on the inner side of the container 26 to fix the paint cartridge 25 in the cartridge mount portion 16 with suction force.

[0060] Indicated at 41 is an ejecting air passage which is provided in the housing 12 and opened at the bottom 16A of the cartridge mount portion 16. This ejecting air passage 41 is connected to an ejecting air source through an air pipe (both not shown). Through the ejecting air passage 41, air is supplied to the vacuum space 40 to release the paint cartridge 25 from the grip of suction force at the time of dismantling the cartridge 25.

[0061] Indicated at 42 is a hollow thinner valve receptacle portion which is provided in the head portion 14 of the housing 12, and at 43 a thinner valve which is provided in the thinner valve receptacle portion 42. In this instance, substantially in the same manner as the paint valve 35, the thinner valve 43 is constituted by a piston member 43A which is slidably received in the hollow thinner valve receptacle portion 42, a valve member 43B having its base end fixedly connected to the piston member 43A and having its fore end extended through the thinner passage 37 on the side of the housing for seating on and off the valve seat portion 37A, and a valve spring 43C adapted to bias the valve member 43B toward the valve seat 37A through the piston member 43A. By the piston member 43A, the internal space of the hollow thinner valve receptacle portion 42 is divided into a spring chamber 43D for accommodating the valve spring 43C, and a pressure receiving chamber 43E which receives a pilot pressure. Thus, similarly the thinner valve 43 is arranged as an air piloted directional control valve.

[0062] Under the influence of the biasing action of the valve spring 43C, the valve member 43B of the thinner valve 43 is normally seated on the valve seat 37A in the thinner passage 37 on the side of the housing, thereby closing the thinner passage 37 to suspend thinner supply to the thinner chamber 31. On the other hand, as soon as pilot air is supplied to the pressure receiving chamber 43E from a thinner valve pilot air source through a pilot air pipe (both not shown) and via the pilot air passage 44, the valve member 43B is unseated from the valve seat 37A against the action of the biasing spring 43C to permit thinner supply to the thinner chamber 31. In this instance, one end of the pilot air passage 44 is connected to the thinner valve pilot air source through a pilot air pipe, while the other end is communicated with the pressure receiving chamber 43E of the thinner valve 43.

[0063] Indicated at 45 is a cartridge changer which is provided, for example, within a coating booth and at a position in the vicinity of the coating robot 1 (see Fig. 1). In this instance, the cartridge changer 45 is largely constituted by a paint replenisher 51 which plays the role of replenishing containers 30 of paint cartridges 25 which have been consumed as a result of a coating operation, and a paint cartridge loading/unloading system which operates between the paint replenisher 51 and the cartridge mount portion 16 of the housing 12 to load and unload the paint cartridges 25. Provided in the vicinity of a loading/unloading position of the cartridge loading/unloading system is an atomizing head washer (not shown) which washes deposited previous color off the rotary atomizing head 20.

[0064] With reference to Figs. 6 through 12, description is now directed to the paint replenisher which forms part of the cartridge changer.

[0065] Indicated at 51a, 51b, .... 51n are paint replenisher units for paint colors a, b, .... n (hereinafter referred to collectively as “paint replenishers 51” for brevity) which are provided on the cartridge changer 51. Each one of the paint replenishers 51 is largely constituted, as will be described in greater detail hereinafter, by a replenishing stool 52, a feed tube passage hole 56 on the part of the cartridge loading/unloading system which is an atomizing head washer (not shown) which washes deposited previous color off the rotary atomizing head 20.

[0066] Designated at 52a, 52b, ..... 52n are replenishing stools which constitute the respective paint replenisher units 51 of different colors (hereinafter referred to collectively as “replenishing stools” 52). Each one of the
replenishing stools 52 is largely constituted by a foot portion 53 which is fixed to a crossbar 45A of the cartridge changer 45 by the use of bolts or other fixation means, a column portion 54 which is extended vertically upward from the foot portion 53, and a seating block portion 55 which is formed by bulging an upper end portion of the column portion 53.

[0067] The feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool is formed internally of and vertically through the column portion 54 of the replenishing stool 52 to receive therein the feed tube 28 of the paint cartridge 25. As shown in Fig. 7, provided at the upper end of the feed tube passage hole 56 on the part of the replenishing stool is an inwardly converging conical portion 56A which serves to hold the container in position on the replenishing stool. That is, by fitting engagement with the conical projection 27 at the fore end of the container 26, the converging conical portion 56A hold the container 26 in a predetermined position in axial and radial directions.

[0068] Indicated at 57 is the container support portion which is provided on one side (the upper side) of the seating block to support the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 therein. This container support portion 57 is in the form of a recessed cylindrical cavity in communication with the upper open end of the feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool. As seen in Figs. 7 to 9, female and male connector portions 57B and 57C are separately formed at the bottom 57A of the container support portion 57 for fitting engagement with the male and female connector portions 26A and 26B on the part of the container 26, respectively. These female and male connector portions 57B and 57C serve to set the container 26 in a predetermined position in the circumferential direction when the container 26 is mounted on the container support portion 57.

[0069] Indicated at 58 is a connector receptacle bore which is formed in an axially opposite end portion of the replenishing stool 52, at a deeper position than the feed tube passage hole 56. Namely, the connector receptacle bore 58 is in the form of a cylindrical cavity which is formed by widening the diameter of a deeper portion of the feed tube passage hole 56. The lower end of the connector receptacle bore 58 is opened on the lower side of the foot portion through a stepped portion 58A of a reduced diameter.

[0070] Denoted at 59 is a connector member which is vertically movably provided in the connector receptacle bore 58. As shown in Fig. 10, the connector member 59 is formed in a tubular shape, which internally defines a paint passage 59A and which is provided with a flange-like spring seat 59B at the upper end thereof. Further, closely to the upper end of the paint passage 59A, the connector member 59 is provided with a downwardly converging conical surface 59C which serves as a positioning member for the feed tube 28. Namely, the downwardly converging conical surface 59C is brought into fitting engagement with the conical projection 28C of the feed tube 28 to hold the distal end of the feed tube 28 at a center position of the paint passage 59A. Further, the paint passage 59A is connected to a replenishing valve 61 through a paint hose which will be described hereinafter. Since the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is connected to the paint passage 59A, the connector member 59 functions to connect the paint passage 28A of the feed tube 28 to a paint hose 67 which forms a paint passage from the replenishing valve 61.

[0071] Indicated at 60 is a coil spring which is provided as a spring member around the outer periphery of the connector member 59. More particularly, the coil spring 60 is interposed between the spring seat 59B of the connector member 59 and a stepped portion 58A of the connector receptacle bore 58 to bias the connector member 59 in the upward direction toward the feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool.

[0072] Thus, the connector member 59 is movable vertically in the upward and downward directions, and constantly urged toward the feed tube 28 by the biasing action of the coil spring 60. Therefore, even if the feed tube 28 is located in a deviated position in the upward or downward direction, the positional deviation of the feed tube 28 can be absorbed by an upward or downward movement of the connector member 59. Besides, by the action of the coil spring 60, the feed tube 28 can be securely brought into fitting engagement with the connector member 59.

[0073] Indicated at 61 is a replenishing valve which is connected to the connector member 59 to control the paint supply to the cartridge 25. The replenishing valve 61 is largely constituted by a valve casing 62, a paint passage directional control valve 69 and a residual pressure extraction valve 72 as will be described in greater detail below.

[0074] As shown in Fig. 11, the valve casing 62 of the replenishing valve 61 includes an influent paint passage 62A which is connected to a paint supply line 64 of a paint source through a paint conduit 63, an effluent paint passage 62B which is connected to a paint return line 66 through a paint conduit 65, a paint supply passage 62C which is connected to the paint passage 59A of the connector member 59 through a flexible paint hose 67, a drain passage 62D which is connected to the drain side through a drain conduit 68, an air passage 62E which supplies pilot air to the paint passage directional control valve 69, and an air passage 62F which supplies pilot air to the residual pressure extraction valve 72.

[0075] By way of the paint passage directional control valve 69, the influent paint passage 62A can be brought into and out of communication with the effluent paint passage 62B which is connected to the influent paint passage 62A, and the drain passage 62D which is connected to the drain side. Further, by way of the residual pressure extraction valve 69, the drain passage 62D can be brought into and out of communication with the influent paint passage 62B.
[0075] Denoted at 69 is the paint passage directional control valve which is incorporated into the valve casing 61. This paint passage directional control valve 69 is largely constituted by a valve member 69A which is slidably provided within the valve casing 62 to selectively open and close the effluent paint passage 62B and the paint supply passage 62C, and a valve spring 69B adapted to bias the valve member 69A in a direction of closing the paint supply passage 62C.

[0076] More particularly, as shown in Fig. 7, the valve member 69A of the paint passage directional control valve 69 is normally positioned to block communication between the influent paint passage 62A and the paint supply passage 62C under the influence of the biasing action of the valve spring 69B, while communicating the influent paint passage 62A with the effluent paint passage 62B. As a consequence, paint is circulated through a circuit including the paint supply line 64, paint conduit 63, influent paint passage 62A, effluent passage 62B, paint conduit 65 and paint return line 66.

[0077] When pilot air is supplied from the paint passage directional control valve pilot air source 70 through pilot air conduit 71 and pilot air passage 62E, the valve member 69A of the paint passage directional control valve 69 is displaced against the action of the valve spring 69B to the position shown in Fig. 9, thereby blocking the communication between the influent paint passage 62A and effluent paint passage 62B while communicating the influent paint passage 62A with the paint supply passage 62C. As a result, paint from the paint supply line 64 is fed to the paint hose 67 via the paint conduit 63, influent paint passage 62A and paint supply passage 62C and permitted to flow into the connector member 59.

[0078] Indicated at 72 is the residual pressure extraction valve which is incorporated into the valve casing 61. This residual pressure extraction valve 72 is largely constituted by a valve member 72A which is slidably received in the valve casing 62 to open and close the drain passage 62D, and a valve spring 72B which is adapted to bias the valve member 72A in a closing direction. As shown particularly in Figs. 7 and 9, normally the valve member 72A of the residual pressure extraction valve 72 is urged in a closing direction by the biasing action of the valve spring 72B to block communication between the drain passage 62D and the paint supply passage 62C. On the other hand, when pilot air is supplied from a residual pressure extraction valve pilot air source 73 through pilot air conduit 74 and pilot air passage 62F, the valve member 72A is shifted to an open position against the action of the valve spring 72B as shown in Fig. 8 to communicate the drain passage 62D with the paint supply passage 62C. As a result, pressures (residual pressures) in the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the paint cartridge 25 and in the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 are discharged to the drain side through the connector member 59, paint hose 67, paint supply passage 62C, drain passage 62D and drain conduit 68 to restore an atmospheric pressure level within the paint reservoir chamber 30 and so forth.

[0079] Indicated at 75 is a thinner discharge passage which is provided in the seating block 55 of the replenishing stool 52 as a discharge passage for an extruding liquid. This thinner discharge passage 75 is opened at one end thereof into the female connector portion 57B of the container support portion 57, and connected at the other end to a thinner reservoir tank 77 through a thinner conduit 76 as shown in Fig. 11. Through the thinner discharge passage 75, the thinner which flows out of the thinner chamber 31 of the paint cartridge 25 at the time of paint replenishment is discharged to a thinner reservoir tank 77 by way of a thinner discharge valve 78.

[0080] Indicated at 78 is the thinner discharge valve which is provided within the length of the thinner conduit 76. When replenishing the paint to the cartridge, the thinner discharge valve 78 is opened by pilot air which is supplied from a thinner discharge valve pilot air source 79 through a pilot air conduit 80, thereby holding the thinner conduit in communication to discharge thinner which flows out of the thinner chamber 31 of the paint cartridge 25 during a replenishing operation. On the other hand, upon completion of a replenishing operation, the thinner discharge valve 78 closes the thinner conduit 76 to prevent thinner from flowing out of the thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge.

[0081] Indicated at 81 is a pilot air passage which is provided on the side of the replenishing stool, more particularly, formed in the seating block 55 of the replenishing stool. One end of the pilot air passage 81 is connected to a paint valve pilot air source 83 through a pilot air conduit 82. The other end of the pilot air passage 81 is opened in a circumferential surface of the male connector portion 57C of the container support portion 57 in a confronting position relative to the pilot air passage 36 on the side of the paint cartridge. Consequently, when the paint cartridge 25 is mounted on the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52, the pilot air passage 81 on the side of the replenishing stool is communicated with the pilot air passage 36 on the side of the paint cartridge to supply pilot air from the paint valve pilot air source 83 to the paint valve 35.

[0082] Indicated at 84 is an air suction passage which is provided in the seating block portion 55 and opened in a bottom portion 57A of the container support portion 57. This air suction passage 84 is connected to a vacuum source 86 through a vacuum conduit 85. Through the air suction passage 84, air is sucked out of a vacuum space 87 which is defined between a deep bottom portion of the container support portion 57 and the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 so that the paint cartridge 25 is fixedly gripped in the container support portion 57 by suction force.

[0083] Designated at 88 is an ejection air supply passage which is also provided in the seating block portion 55 and opened in a bottom portion 57A of the container support portion 57. This ejection air supply passage 88 is connected to an ejection air source 90 through an air
conduit 89. At the time of dismantling the paint cartridge 25 from the container support portion 57, air is supplied from the ejection air passage 88 to the vacuum space 87 thereby to release the paint cartridge 25 from the suction grip.

[0084] Being arranged as described above, the paint cartridge replenisher 51 of the present embodiment operates in the manner as explained below with reference to the operational time chart of Fig. 12.

[0085] In the first place, upon finishing a coating operation, a paint cartridge 25 in the cartridge mount portion 16 of the housing 12 is removed therefrom by a cartridge handler, and said paint cartridge 25 is mounted, for example, on a replenishing stool 52a of a paint replenisher unit 51a of color a.

[0086] More specifically, at the time of mounting the paint cartridge 25 on the replenishing stool 52, the container 26 is fitted into the container support portion 57 while the feed tube 28 is placed in the feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool.

[0087] Further, as soon as the paint cartridge 25 is set on the container support portion 57, air in the vacuum space 87 is sucked out through the air suction passage 84 to hold the paint cartridge 25 fixedly on the replenishing stool 52 with suction force.

[0088] Furthermore, upon setting the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 on the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52, the male and female connector portions 26A and 26B of the container 26 are brought into fitting engagement with the male and female connector portions 57B and 57C on the part of the container support portion 57, respectively, to set the container 26 automatically in a predetermined position relative to the container support portion 57 in the circumferential direction. In addition, at this time, the conical projection 27 on the container 26 is brought into fitting engagement with the converging conical portion 56A of the feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool to set the container 26 in position relative to the container support portion 57 in both axial and radial directions.

[0089] Further, as soon as the feed tube 28 is fully passed into the feed tube passage hole 56 on the part of the replenishing stool, the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is fitted into the paint passage 59A in the connector member 59. At this time, the conically projecting surface 28C at the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is brought into fitting engagement with the conical recess 59C on the connector member 59. Accordingly, the opening at the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is automatically located in a center position within the paint passage 59A of the connector member 59.

[0090] Besides, at the time of fitting the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 into the connector member 59, the connector member 59 can move either in the upward or downward direction depending upon the vertical position of the feed tube 28, thereby absorbing a vertical positional deviation of the feed tube 28 if any. In addition, since the connector member 59 is urged toward the feed tube 28 by the biasing action of the coil spring 60, the feed tube 28 and the connector member 59 can be fitted with each other in a liquid-tight state.

[0091] In this manner, when the paint cartridge 25 is set on the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52 in a standby state (the state of Fig. 6) or when the paint cartridge 25 is in a dismantled state (the state of Fig. 7), the influent paint passage 62A is communicated with the effluent paint passage 62B by the paint passage directional control valve 69. Accordingly, the paint which is supplied to the replenishing valve 61 from a paint supply line 64 through the paint conduit 63 is returned to the paint return line 66 through the paint conduit 65 and recirculated. This recirculation contributes to prevent separation and sedimentation of pigment components of the paint which might occur while in the standby state.

[0092] Next comes an operation for extraction of residual pressures in the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the paint cartridge 25 and in the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28. In this residual pressure extracting stage, as shown in Fig. 8, pilot air is supplied to the paint valve 35 from the paint valve pilot air source 83 via the feed air conduit 82, pilot air passage 81 on the side of the replenishing stool and pilot air passage 36 on the side of the paint cartridge to open the paint valve 35, thereby communicating the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 with the paint passage 59A of the connector member 59. At the same time, pilot air is supplied to the residual pressure extraction valve 72 from the residual pressure extraction valve pilot air source 73 via the feed air conduit 74 and pilot air passage 62F to open the residual pressure extraction valve 72, thereby communicating the paint supply passage 62C with the drain passage 62D.

[0093] As a consequence, the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the paint cartridge 25 and the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 are communicated with the drain side through the paint passage 59A, paint hose 67, paint supply passage 62C, drain passage 62D and drain conduit 68. Therefore, residual pressures which remain in the paint reservoir chamber 30 are discharged to the drain side, so that an atmospheric pressure level is restored in the paint reservoir chamber 30 and the paint supply passage 28A.

[0094] Upon completing the residual pressure extraction, a paint replenishing operation may follow. However, in a case where a coating operation is carried out according to programed operational steps, a paint replenishing operation is set and started at a time point which is calculated backward and close enough to a coating start time for preventing separation and sedimentation of pigment components in replenished paint within the cartridge 25.

[0095] In a paint replenishing stage, as shown in Fig. 9, the residual pressure extraction valve 72 is closed, and at the same time pilot air is supplied to the replenishing valve 61 from a paint passage directional control valve pilot air source 70 via pilot air conduit 71 and pilot air passage 62E, switching the paint passage directional
control valve 69 to communicate the influent paint passage 62A with the paint supply passage 62C. As a result, the paint which is supplied to the replenishing valve 61 from the paint supply line 64 through the paint conduit 63 is allowed to flow into the connector member 59 via influent paint passage 62A, paint supply passage 62C and paint hose 67. The supplied paint is further fed forward, from the paint passage 59A of the connector member 59 to the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 and to the intercommunicating passage 30A, to replenish the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the cartridge.

In this paint replenishing operation, thinner in the thinner chamber 31 of the paint cartridge 25 is forced to flow out of the thinner chamber 31 in proportion to the amount of paint which is replenished into the paint reservoir chamber 30. Therefore, pilot air is supplied to the thinner discharge valve 78 from a thinner discharge valve pilot air source 79 through a pilot air conduit 80, thereby opening the thinner discharge valve 78 to hold the thinner discharge passage 75 in communication. Accordingly, the thinner which flows out of the thinner chamber 31 is discharged to the thinner storage tank 77 through the thinner conduit 76.

As soon as a specified amount of paint is replenished into the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the cartridge 25, the paint valve 35 on the cartridge 25 is closed, and then the influent paint passage 62A is switched to the side of the effluent paint passage 62B by way of the paint passage directional control valve 69 of the replenishing valve 61, and the thinner discharge valve 78 is closed. At this time, the influent paint passage 62A is switched to the effluent paint passage 62B in the first place by means of the paint passage directional control valve 69 of the replenishing valve 61. Then, upon lapse of a predetermined time period, namely, as soon as the paint hose 67 settles down from an inflated state and an atmospheric pressure level is restored in the paint hose 67, paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28, paint reservoir chamber 30, thinner chamber 31 and thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge, the paint valve 35 and the thinner discharge valve 78 are closed. Accordingly, leaks of paint and thinner from the cartridge 25 are prevented at the time when the cartridge 25 is removed from the replenishing stool 52.

In a next stage, the refilled paint cartridge 25 is removed from the replenishing stool 52 and set in the housing 12 of the coating apparatus 11 in the manner as described below. In this stage, firstly ejection air is supplied to the vacuum space 87 from the ejection air source 90 through the air conduit 89 and ejection air supply passage 88 to cancel the suction grip and free the paint cartridge 25 from the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52. Then, the paint cartridge 25 is pulled upward and extracted from the replenishing stool 52, and loaded into the coating apparatus 11 on the coating robot 1 in preparation for a coating operation in a next color.

In this manner, according to the present embodiment, the paint cartridge replenisher 51 is constituted by a replenishing stool 52 which is provided with a container support portion 57 on the upper side thereof, a feed tube passage hole 56 which is formed axially through the replenishing stool 52, and the connector member 59 which is provided in the replenishing stool 52 in a deeper position than the feed tube passage 56 and adapted to be brought into fitting engagement with a distal fore end portion of the feed tube 28 in a liquid-tight state.

In mounting the paint cartridge 25 within the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52, the feed tube 28 is passed into the feed tube passage hole 56 on the side of the replenishing stool until the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is brought into fitting engagement with the connector member 59, thereby permitting to utilize the opening at the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 as a replenishing port in refilling paint into the container 26 of the cartridge 25.

Therefore, there is no need for providing a paint replenishing port on each paint cartridge separately from or in addition to the feed tube as in the prior art mentioned hereinbefore, and it becomes possible to simplify the construction of the paint cartridge and to enhance the efficiency of assembling work to realize a significant cut in production cost. In addition, the abolishment of a separate supply port on the paint cartridge can reduce the possibilities of paint leaks and accordingly can improve the reliability of paint cartridges in this regard. Further, it becomes possible to shorten the connection time for the paint replenishment.

Moreover, the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the connector member 59 which is vertically movable up and down and biased upward by a coil spring 60 to get into fitting engagement with the fore distal end of the feed tube 28. Accordingly, when the fore distal end of the feed tube 28 is fitted into the connector member 59, the connector member 59 can be moved in the upward or downward direction to absorb a vertical positional deviation of the feed tube 28 if any. Besides, by the action of the coil spring 60, the connector member 59 is held in fitting engagement with the feed tube 28 in a liquid-tight state to prevent paint leaks which might otherwise occur during a paint replenishing operation.

Further, in the preparatory standby stage prior to paint replenishment, the influent paint passage 62A is held in communication with the effluent paint passage 62B by the paint passage directional control valve 69, letting paint recirculate through a circuit including the paint supply line 64, paint conduit 63, influent paint passage 62A, effluent paint passage 62B, paint conduit 65 and paint return line 66. This recirculation of paint prevents separation or sedimentation of pigments or other components of the paint in the standby stage. On the other hand, at the time of replenishing paint into the cartridge 25, the paint passage directional control valve 69 is switched to communicate the influent paint passage...
Further, the connector member 59 is provided with the drain conduit 68 in communication with the drain side, and the residual pressure extraction valve 72 is provided within the length of the drain conduit 68. Therefore, upon opening the residual pressure extraction valve 72, residual pressures in the feed tube 28 and the container 26 of the paint cartridge 25 are released to restore atmospheric pressure therein. This means that, paint can be smoothly and quickly replenished into the paint reservoir chamber 30 free of reverse flows which would otherwise occur in the paint supply passage 62C due to a back pressure. In addition, air bubbles which may exist in the paint hose 67 and the paint supply passage 62C can be removed at the time of the residual pressure extraction, precluding the possibilities of air bubbles being trapped in the paint to be replenished into the paint reservoir chamber 30.

Further, the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the conically converging recess 59C for engagement with the conical projection 28C which is provided at the fore distal end of the feed tube 28. Therefore, by the conically converging recess 59C, the opening at the distal end of the feed tube 28 can be located at the center of the paint passage 59A in the connector member 59 and held in fitting engagement with the connector member 59 in a liquid-tight state.

Further, the container support portion 57 of the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the female and male connector portions 26A and 26B, so that the container 26 can be automatically set in position on the container support portion 57 in the circumferential direction.

Further, the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the conically converging portion 56A for engagement with the conical projection which is provided on the front side of the paint cartridge 25, so that the container 26 can be automatically located in position on the container support portion 57 in axial and radial directions.

Further, the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the air suction passage 84 in the bottom portion 57A of the container support portion 57, so that, upon sucking air out of the vacuum space 87 between the container support portion 57 and the container 26, the paint cartridge 25 is fixedly gripped in position on the replenishing stool 52 by suction force and prevented from coming off the replenishing stool 52. In addition, upon supplying ejection air to the vacuum space 87 through the ejection air supply passage 88, the paint cartridge 25 can be released from the suction grip and dismantled from the replenishing stool 52.

Further, the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the pilot air passage 81 thereby to actuate the paint valve 35. Therefore, at the time of paint replenishment, the paint valve 35 in the paint cartridge 25 is opened by feeding pilot air thereto through the pilot air passage 81, thereby feeding paint forward through the paint supply passage 28A of the feed tube 28 to replenish the paint cartridge 25. As soon as a paint replenishing operation is completed, the paint valve 35 is closed by shutting off the supply of pilot air, preventing paint leaks from the feed tube 28.

Further, the replenishing stool 52 is provided with the thinner discharge passage 75 in communication with the thinner passage 32 on the side of the paint cartridge 25 to discharge therethrough the thinner which is forced to flow out of the thinner chamber 31 during the paint replenishment. Accordingly, while replenishing paint into the paint reservoir chamber 30 of the cartridge 25, the effluent thinner from the thinner chamber 31 can be discharged through the thinner discharge passage 75.

In the foregoing embodiment, the rotary atomizing head type coating apparatus 11 is described as being mounted on the horizontal arm 4 of the coating robot 1. However, the present invention is not limited to coating apparatus of this sort, and can be applied similarly for a coating apparatus which is mounted on a reciprocator or other working mechanism.

Further, in the foregoing embodiment, the piston 29 is employed as a movable partition wall. However, there may be employed a movable partition wall other than the piston 29, for example, there may be employed a flexible bag such as tubular bellows or the like having the inner side thereof in communicated with the feed tube.

Further, in the foregoing embodiment, thinner is used as an extruding liquid. However, depending upon the paint type or upon the method of high voltage application, water or other extruding liquid may be used in place of thinner.

Furthermore, in the foregoing embodiment, two or more paint cartridges 25 may be provided for each color, in anticipation of coating operations where same paint color or colors are used continuously.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

As clear from the foregoing detailed description, according to the present invention, a paint cartridge replenisher is constituted by: a replenishing stool having a feed tube passage hole extended axially therethrough to receive a feed tube of a paint cartridge, and a container support portion provided on an open top side of said replenishing stool and adapted to support a container of said paint cartridge therein; a connector member provided in a deeper position within said replenishing stool than said feed tube passage hole to connect a fore distal end portion of said feed tube to a paint passage leading to a paint source; and a replenishing valve provided within a length of said paint passage to turn on and off paint supply to said paint cartridge through said connector member.
Upon completing a coating operation, a paint cartridge on a coating apparatus is removed therefrom and set on the container support portion of the replenishing stool, thereby passing the feed tube of the paint cartridge into the feed tube passage hole and fitting a fore distal end of the feed tube into the connector member. In this state, the replenishing valve is opened to supply paint to the connector member from a paint source and replenish the paint into the paint cartridge through the feed tube, thereby utilizing as a replenishing port the opening at the fore distal end of the feed tube which is fitted in the connector member.

[0116] As a consequence, it becomes unnecessary to provide a paint filling port separately from the feed tube as in the prior art mentioned hereinbefore. Namely, it becomes possible to simplify the construction of paint cartridges and to enhance the efficiency of assembling work to realize a significant reduction in production cost. In addition, the abolishment of a paint replenishing port leads to lessen the possibilities of paint leaks from liable portions and to enhance the reliability for leak-free performances.

Claims

1. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges (25) having a feed tube (28) extended axially forward from one end of a container (26) for replenishing paint therethrough, characterized in that the feedtube is also suitable for supplying paint therethrough, in that said paint replenisher comprises:
   a replenishing stool (52) having a feed tube passage hole (56) formed axially therethrough to receive said feed tube of said paint cartridge (25), and provided with a container support portion (57) adapted to support said container (26) of said paint cartridge (25) over an upper open end of said feed tube passage hole; a connector member (59) provided within said replenishing stool (52) in a deeper position than said feed tube passage hole (56) and adapted to connect a fore distal end portion of said feed tube (28) to a paint passage leading to a paint source; and a replenishing valve (61) provided in said paint passage and adapted to turn on and off paint supply to said paint cartridge (25) through said connector member (59); said replenishing valve (61) being constituted by an influent paint passage (62A) connected to said paint source, an effluent paint passage (62B) for returning paint to said paint source, a paint supply passage (62C) for connecting said influent paint passage (62A) to said connector member (59), and a directional control valve (69) operative to connect said influent paint passage (62A) either to said effluent paint passage (62B) or to said paint supply passage (62C).

2. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said connector member (59) is axially movably provided within said replenishing stool (52), and associated with a biasing spring member (60) and thereby constantly urged toward said feed tube.

3. (Amended) A paint replenisher for paint cartridges (25) as defined in claim 1, further comprising a drain passage to (62D) connect said paint supply passage (62C) to a drain side, and a residual pressure extraction valve (72) provided within a length of said drain passage (62D).

4. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said connector member (59) is provided with a feed tube positioning portion adapted to hold a fore distal end portion of said feed tube (28) in a predetermined position by engagement therewith.

5. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said container support portion (57) of said replenishing stool (52) is provided with a container positioning portion adapted to hold said container (26) in position on said container supporting portion (57) by engagement with a front end portion of said container (26).

6. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said replenishing stool (52) further comprises a vacuum space to be formed in said container support portion (57) on the inner side of said container (26) when the container is (26) is set in position on the container support portion (57), and an air suction passage (84) opened into said vacuum space (40,87) and operative to suck out air from said vacuum space (40,87) to grip said container (26) fixedly in said container support portion (57) by suction force.

7. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said replenishing stool (52) further comprises a pilot air passage (81) adapted to supply pilot air to a paint valve (35) provided on the side of said paint cartridge (25).

8. A paint replenisher for paint cartridges as defined in claim 1, wherein said replenishing stool (52) further comprises an extruding liquid discharging passage for a paint extruding liquid which is discharged from said container (26) during a paint replenishing operation on said paint cartridge (25).
Patentansprüche

1. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen (25), die ein Zuführrohr (28) aufweist, das sich in axialer Richtung von einem Ende eines Behälters (26) nach vorne erstreckt, um durch dieses Farbe einzufüllen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Zuführrohr ebenfalls geeignet ist, um durch dieses Farbe zu liefern, wobei die Farbbefüllvorrichtung aufweist:

eine Befüllhalterung (52) mit einem Zuführrohrdurchgangsloch (56), das in axialer Richtung durch diese hindurch ausgebildet ist, um das Zuführrohr der Farbkartusche (25) aufzunehmen, und mit einem Behälter-Haltebereich (57) versehen ist, der ausgestaltet ist, um den Behälter (26) der Farbkartusche (25) über einem oberen offenen Ende von dem Zuführrohrdurchgangsloch abstützend zu halten;
ein Verbindungsbauteil (59), das in der Befüllhalterung (52) in einer Position vorgesehen ist, die tiefer liegt als das Zuführrohrdurchgangsloch (56) und ausgestaltet ist, um einen vorde ren distalen Endbereich des Zuführrohrs (28) mit einem Farbdurchgang zu verbinden, der zu einer Farbquelle führt; und
ein Befüllventil (61), das in dem Farbdurchgang vorgesehen und ausgestaltet ist, um die Farbzufuhr zu der Farbkartusche (25) durch das Verbindungsbau teil (59) ein- und auszuschalten;

wobei das Befüllventil (61) durch einen Zuflussfarbdurchgang (62A), der mit der Farbquelle verbunden ist, einen Ablussfarbdurchgang (62B), um Farbe zur Farbquelle zurückzuführen, einen Farbzuführerdurchgang (62C), um den Zuflussfarbdurchgang (62A) mit dem Verbindungsbau teil (59) zu verbinden, und ein Richtungssteuerungsventil (69) gebildet ist, das betätigbar ist, um den Zuflussfarbdurchgang (62A) weder mit dem Ablussfarbdurchgang (62B) oder dem Farbzfürührerdurchgang (62C) zu verbinden.

2. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der das Verbindungsbau teil (59) in der Befüllhalterung (52) axial bewegbar vorgesehen ist und mit einem Vorspannfederbauteil (60) in Beziehung steht und dadurch konstant in Richtung auf das Zuführrohr gedrückt wird.

3. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen (25) nach Anspruch 1, außerdem mit einem Ablaufdurchgang (62D), um den Farbzuführerdurchgang (62C) mit einer Ablaufstelle zu verbinden, und einem Restdruckextraktionsventil (72), das in einer Länge des Ablaufdurchgangs (62D) vorgesehen ist.

4. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der das Verbindungsbau teil (59) in ei nem Zuführrohr-Positionierungsbereich vorgese hen ist, der ausgestaltet ist, um einen vorderen distalen Endbereich des Zuführrohrs (28) durch Eingriff mit diesem in einer vorbestimmten Position zu halten.

5. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der der Behälter-Haltebereich (57) der Befüllhalterung (52) mit einem Behälter-Positionierungsbereich versehen ist, der ausgestaltet ist, um den Behälter (26) in einer Position an dem Behälter-Haltebereich (57) durch Eingriff mit einem vorderen Endbereich des Behälters (26) abstützend zu halten.

6. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Befüllhalterung (52) außerdem einen Vakuumer Raum, der in dem Behälter-Haltebereich (57) an der Innenseite des Behälters (26) gebildet wird, wenn sich der Behälter (26) in einer Position an dem Behälter-Haltebereich (57) befindet, und einen Luftansaugdurchgang (84) aufweist, der in den Vakuumer Raum (40, 87) geöffnet und betätigbar ist, um Luft aus dem Vakuumer Raum (40, 87) herauszusaugen, um den Behälter (26) durch Saugkraft fest in dem Behälter-Haltebereich (57) zu greifen.

7. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Befüllhalterung (52) außerdem einen Steuerluftdurchgang (81) aufweist, der ausgestaltet ist, um Steuerluft zu einem Farbventil (35) zu leiten, das an der Seite der Farbkartusche (25) vorgesehen ist.

8. Farbbefüllvorrichtung für Farbkartuschen nach Anspruch 1, bei der die Befüllhalterung (52) außerdem einen Extrudierflüssigkeits-Ausstoßdurchgang für eine Flüssigkeit zum Extrudieren von Farbe aufweist, die aus dem Behälter (26) während eines Farbbefüllvorgangs der Farbkartusche (25) ausgestoßen wird.

Revindications

1. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches (25) de peinture ayant un tuyau d’alimentation (28) s’étendant axialement vers l’avant depuis une extrémité d’un récipient (26) pour recharger de la peinture par l’intermédiaire de celui-ci, caractérisé en ce que le tuyau d’alimentation convient également pour fournir de la peinture par l’intermédiaire de celui-ci, et en ce que ledit rechargeur de peinture comprend :

un support de remplissage (52) à travers lequel est formé axialement un trou de passage (56) de tuyau d’alimentation destiné à recevoir ledit tuyau d’alimentation de ladite cartouche (25) de peinture, et pourvu d’un moyen de soutien (57)
de récipient conçu pour soutenir ledit récipient (26) de ladite cartouche (25) de peinture au-dessus d’une extrémité supérieure ouverte dudit trou de passage de tuyau d’alimentation ; un élément de raccordement (59) disposé à l’intérieur dudit support de remplissage (52) à un emplacement situé plus en profondeur que ledit trou de passage (51) de tuyau d’alimentation et servant à raccorder une partie d’extrémité distale avant dudit tuyau d’alimentation (28) à un passage de peinture menant à une source de peinture ; et une valve de remplissage (61) disposée dans ledit passage de peinture et servant à établir et arrêter l’alimentation en peinture de ladite cartouche (25) de peinture via ledit élément de raccordement (59) ; ladite valve de remplissage (61) étant constituée par un passage de peinture d’arrivée (62A) raccordé à ladite source de peinture, un passage de peinture de départ (62B) destiné à renvoyer de la peinture vers ladite source de peinture, un passage (62C) d’alimentation en peinture pour raccorder ledit passage de peinture d’arrivée (62A) audit élément de raccordement (59), et un distributeur (69) servant à relier ledit passage de peinture d’arrivée (62A) soit audit passage (62B) de peinture de départ soit audit passage (62C) d’alimentation en peinture.

2. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit élément de raccordement (59) est disposé de manière à pouvoir se déplacer axialement à l’intérieur dudit support de remplissage (52), et associé à un élément formant ressort de sollicitation (60) et de ce fait constamment poussé vers ledit tuyau d’alimentation.

3. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches (25) de peinture selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un passage de vidange (62D) pour raccorder ledit passage (62C) d’alimentation en peinture à un côté vidange, et une valve d’extraction (72) de pression résiduelle disposée dans une longueur dudit passage de vidange (62D).

4. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit élément de raccordement (59) est pourvu d’un moyen de positionnement de tuyau d’alimentation conçu pour retenir dans une position prédéterminée une partie d’extrémité distale avant dudit tuyau d’alimentation (28) par coopération avec celle-ci.

5. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen de soutien (57) de récipient dudit support de remplissage (52) est pourvu d’un moyen de positionnement de récipient conçu pour maintenir ledit récipient (26) en place sur ledit moyen de soutien (57) de récipient par coopération avec une partie d’extrémité avant dudit récipient (26).

6. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit support de remplissage (52) comprend en outre un espace sous vide à former dans ledit moyen de soutien (57) de récipient sur la face interne dudit récipient (26) lorsque le récipient (26) est en place sur le moyen de soutien (57) de récipient, et un passage (84) d’aspiration d’air débouchant dans ledit espace sous vide (40, 87) et servant à faire sortir de l’air dudit espace sous vide (40, 87), par aspiration, afin de tenir ledit récipient (26) de manière immobile dans ledit moyen de soutien (57) de récipient sous l’effet de la force d’aspiration.

7. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit support de remplissage (52) comprend en outre un passage (81) d’air pilote conçu pour fournir de l’air pilote à une valve (35) de peinture présente sur le côté de ladite cartouche (25) de peinture.

8. Rechargeur de peinture pour cartouches de peinture selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit support de remplissage (52) comprend en outre un passage de refoulement de liquide d’expulsion pour un liquide d’expulsion de peinture qui est refoulé depuis ledit récipient (26) pendant une opération de remplissage de peinture sur ladite cartouche (25) de peinture.
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